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A practical financial guide covers such topics as eliminating debt, investing simply,
making sound financial decisions, and revolutionizing relationsips with the flow of
money.
Debt is the most aggressively marketed product in history. And it isn't just sold by banks
and credit card companies anymore. Many national retail chains make more money on
the sale of credit applications than they do on the actual merchandise they sell. In
Dumping Debt, Dave blows the lid off the credit game, debunking the leading myths
about debt that have become ingrained in our natural way of thinking. Then he walks you
right out of debt with his simple, clear and effective debt snowball technique.
Take charge of your finances and achieve financial independence – the Clever Girl way
Join the ranks of thousands of smart and savvy women who have turned to money expert
and author Bola Sokunbi for guidance on ditching debt, saving money, and building real
wealth. Sokunbi, the force behind the hugely popular Clever Girl Finance website, draws
on her personal money mistakes and financial redemption to educate and empower a
new generation of women on their journey to financial freedom. Lighthearted and
accessible, Clever Girl Finance encourages women to talk about money and financial
wellness and shows them how to navigate their own murky financial waters and come out
afloat on the other side. Monitor your expenses, build a budget, and stick with it Make
the most of a modest salary and still have money to spare Keep your credit in check and
clean up credit card chaos Start and succeed at your side hustle Build a nest egg and
invest in your future Transform your money mindset and be accountable for your
financial well-being Feel the power of real-world stories from other “clever girls” Put
yourself on the path to financial success with the valuable lessons learned from Clever
Girl Finance.
There is a movement of women stepping into their God-given gifts to make money doing
what they love. If you're ready to join them, this is your handbook that will take the ideas
in your head and the dream in your heart and turn them into action. *Help you create a
step-by-step, customized plan to start and grow your business. *Show you how to
manage your time so you can have a business- and life- that you love. *Explain
overwhelming business stuff like pricing, taxes, and budgeting in simple terms. *Teach
you how to use marketing to reach the right people in the right way.
Solomon Northup was born a free black man. He was kidnapped, tortured, and sold into
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slavery. For 12 years, he was kept in bondage as a slave in Louisiana--Twelve Years a
Slave is his moving and raw account of survival and life as a slave. This edition includes
the full book as well as a comprehensive companion with historical notes, character
overview, themes overview, and chapter summaries.
What does the Bible really say about money? About wealth? How much does God expect
you to give to others? How does wealth affect your friendships, marriage, and children?
How much is “enough”? There’s a lot of bad information in our culture today about
wealth―and the wealthy. Worse, there’s a growing backlash in America against our most
successful citizens, but why? To many, wealth is seen as the natural result of hard work
and wise money management. To others, wealth is viewed as the ultimate, inexcusable
sin. This has left many godly men and women confused about what to do with the
resources God’s put in their care. They were able to build wealth using God’s ways of
handling money, but then they are left feeling guilty about it. Is this what God had in
mind?
Every life requires a spiritual foundation. "Grandfather, you left this" Julio lifted the
leather-bound journal and stepped toward the old man. "It is yours now," said Antonio,
with a gleam in his eye. "I've lived my life according to the twelve principles recorded in
it. And if you will apply its principles as I did, your success will be greater than you could
ever imagine." Be a minister in the marketplace.Terry Felber has written a parable that
will transform your life and your business. Many years ago, this ago book helped Dave
Ramsey rediscover the marketplace as a mission field--and merchants as ministers. Now
let it open your eyes to the opportunities for service and leadership all around you. Are
you ready for a change?The Legend of the Monk and the Merchant will change the way
you see yourself, your job, and your purpose. Now includes personal and small group
study guide.

In Smart Money Smart Kids, Financial expert and best-selling author Dave Ramsey and
his daughter Rachel Cruze equip parents to teach their children how to win with money.
Starting with the basics like working, spending, saving, and giving, and moving into more
challenging issues like avoiding debt for life, paying cash for college, and battling
discontentment, Dave and Rachel present a no-nonsense, common-sense approach for
changing your family tree.
A church in deep debt with attendance down by the thousands. A college that had lapsed
into a coma, its buildings in shambles, its faculty demoralized, its enrollment at rock
bottom. A university facing lawsuits, scandal, and near-bankruptcy. Each situation
involved different financial needs, different lost dreams, different personal wounds. But
they each had one thing in common: each needed a leader who could restore hope,
vision, and viability. Dr. Mark Rutland has led three institutional turnarounds over the
past twenty-five years. He has seen organizations that were dying come to new life. And
he knows the steps you need to take right now. How do you know what to do to help your
church or organization make it, even when circumstances and personnel challenges seem
too much to handle? Here are the answers. As Dr. Rutland writes in this New York Times
bestseller, the true leader can say, “This book is for the rugged visionaries who see in
the wreckage a hope for the future and are willing to pay the price for a relaunch.”
A simple, straight-forward game plan for completely making over your money habits!
Best-selling author and radio host Dave Ramsey is your personal coach in this
informative and interactive companion to the highly successful New York Times
bestseller The Total Money Makeover. With inspiring real-life stories and thoughtprovoking questionnaires, this workbook will help you achieve financial fitness as you
daily work out those newly defined money muscles. Ramsey will motivate you to
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immediate action, so you can: Set up an emergency fund (believe me, you're going to
need it) Pay off your home mortgage?it is possible. Prepare for college funding (your kids
will love you for it) Maximize your retirement investing so you can live your golden years
in financial peace Build wealth like crazy! With incentive exercises that really do exercise
your spending and saving habits, Ramsey will get your mind and your money working to
make your life free of fiscal stress and strain. It's a no-nonsense plan that will not only
make over your money habits, but it will also completely transform your life.
When you hear the word retirement, you probably don't imagine yourself scrambling to
pay your bills in your golden years. But for too many Americans, that's the fate that
awaits unless they take steps now to plan for the future. Whether you're twenty five and
starting your first job or fifty five and watching the career clock start to wind down,
today is the day to get serious about your retirement. In Retire Inspired, Chris Hogan
teaches that retirement isn't an age; it's a financial number an amount you need to live
the life in retirement that you've always dreamed of. With clear investing concepts and
strategies, Chris will educate and empower you to make your own investing decisions,
set reasonable expectations for your spouse and family, and build a dream team of
experts to get you there. You don't have to retire broke, stressed, and working long after
you want to. You can retire inspired!
A strategy for changing attitudes about personal finances covers such topics as getting
out of debt, the dangers of cash advances and keeping spending within income limits.

From New York Times bestselling author and nationally syndicated talk radio host Dave
Ramsey comes the secret to how he grew a multimillion dollar company from a card table
in his living room. If you’re at all responsible for your company’s success, you can’t just
be a hard-charging entrepreneur or a motivating, encouraging leader. You have to be
both! Dave Ramsey, America’s trusted voice on money and business, reveals the keys
that grew his company from a one-man show to a multimillion-dollar business—with no
debt, low turnover, and a company culture that earns it the “Best Place to Work” award
year after year. This book presents Dave’s playbook for creating work that matters;
building an incredible group of passionate, empowered team members; and winning the
race with steady momentum that will roll over any obstacle. Regardless of your business
goals, you’ll discover that anyone can lead any venture to unbelievable growth and
prosperity through Dave’s common sense, counterculture, EntreLeadership principles!
This workbook is designed to be used with Dave Ramsey's Financial Peace University DVD
course, and covers 13 different lessons in personal finance, such as how to get out of
debt, retirement planning, real estate purchases, relating to money, and saving for
college.

Hogan shows that God's way of managing money really works. Millionaire status doesn't
require inheriting a bunch of money or having a high-paying job. The path to becoming a
millionaire is paved with tools that you either already have or that you can learn. Take
personal responsibility; practice intentionality; be goal-oriented, a hard worker; and be
consistent. If you adopt this mindset, you, too, can become a millionaire. -- adapted from
foreword and introduction
Dave Ramsey teaches you how to make the right moves with your money.
"What's the best thing you can do with your money? How can your weath make the
biggest impact? In this eye-opening lesson, Dave Ramsey reveals the mystery of The
Great Misunderstanding, the mistaken belief that the way to have more money is to hold
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on more tightly. You'll discover how to be a good manager of your money as you learn to
hold you wealth with an open hand. This new perspective will revolutionize every area of
your life, as you learn what it means to be a radical giver."--Container.
dfree™. No debt, no deficits, and no delinquencies. Drawing on his years of experience as
a pastor, public policy maker, and community leader, DeForest “Buster” Soaries, Jr.
shares the four vital keys to debt-free living in this groundbreaking, life-changing new
approach. “The idea that we would be voluntary slaves is offensive to all of our
sensibilities,” says Soaries, “But when we continue to spend what we don’t have, charge
what we don’t need, and borrow more than we can repay, then we must call the problem
what it is: slavery.” This is not another financial literacy program assuming that all
people need is information. Soaries believes living in debt is an emotional, spiritual, and
psychological problem as much as it is an educational and informational one. Here,
Soaries shares the four vital keys to debt-free living that have helped hundreds of
families in his church get out of debt. By replacing the “get more money” mentality with
a “get out of debt” approach to financial freedom, not only were hundreds of people able
to go debt free, his church’s offerings increased by $1 million dollars--during the
recession. Find out how you can leave a financial legacy of your own by saying yes to no
debt. Says Soaries: “There may be no greater need than to understand the value and joy
of debt-free living. There may be no greater legacy we can leave our children.”
Provides practical steps to assess the extent of one's financial problems, understand how
they developed, create a realistic budget, eliminate debt, repair credit damage, and
begin saving and investing
Develop Your Personal Plan for Weight Loss Surgery Success How do you imagine life
after weight loss surgery? Maybe you see yourself living a more exciting life than ever
before, participating in activities you haven't enjoyed in years. If you have been stuck in
an ongoing struggle with obesity, your dreams for life after bariatric surgery may be as
simple as being able to sit in a seat at a movie theater or going for a walk outside.
Chances are, along with those dreams, you also have lingering questions and concerns
about the bariatric surgery process. If you're seeking honest answers, The Weight Loss
Surgery Workbook can help. This workbook will be your guide every step of the way as
you prepare to make a smooth transition into post-surgery life. Written by a medical
psychologist who has counseled many clients through weight loss surgery, it offers skills
from cognitive behavioral therapy to help you make the critical pre-surgery lifestyle
changes and adjustments to your eating and exercise habits that will enable you to
maintain the best results after the procedure. This workbook will help you: •Make the
decision whether or not to undergo bariatric surgery •Choose the right kind of surgery
for you •Find a qualified surgeon and dietician •Control problem eating and emotional
eating •Make peace with your body after surgery This book has been awarded The
Association for Behavioral and Cognitive Therapies Self-Help Seal of Merit — an award
bestowed on outstanding self-help books that are consistent with cognitive behavioral
therapy (CBT) principles and that incorporate scientifically tested strategies for
overcoming mental health difficulties. Used alone or in conjunction with therapy, our
books offer powerful tools readers can use to jump-start changes in their lives.
Every parent wants the best for their child. That’s why they send them to college! But
most parents struggle to pay for school and end up turning to student loans. That’s why
the majority of graduates walk away with $35,000 in student loan debt and no clue what
that debt will really cost them.1 Student loan debt doesn’t open doors for young
adults—it closes them. They postpone getting married and starting a family. That debt
even takes away their freedom to pursue their dreams. But there is a different way.
Going to college without student loans is possible! In Debt-Free Degree, Anthony ONeal
teaches parents how to get their child through school without debt, even if they haven’t
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saved for it. He also shows parents: *How to prepare their child for college *Which
classes to take in high school *How and when to take the ACT and SAT *The right way to
do college visits *How to choose a major A college education is supposed to prepare a
graduate for their future, not rob them of their paycheck and freedom for decades. DebtFree Degree shows parents how to pay cash for college and set their child up to succeed
for life.
With the economy reeling in the wake of the recent recession, many people are
experiencing such financial challenges as credit card debt, downsizing, dead-end jobs,
and inadequate or depleted savings. With these challenges come others as well. Recent
studies confirm that more than half of all divorces are the result of financial pressures at
home. And spiritually, many people are struggling to maintain a biblical perspective
amidst the constant tug of materialism. But there is hope. The Bible has a lot to say
about money. In fact, the Bible is a veritable blueprint for managing your finances. In
Your Money Counts, trusted financial expert Howard Dayton shows you how to manage
your personal finances in a highly practical, biblically-based way.
In The Go-Getter, Bill Peck, a war veteran, persuades Cappy Ricks, the influential founder
of the Rick's Logging & Lumbering Company, to let him prove himself by selling skunk
wood in odd lengths-a job that everyone knows can only lead to failure. When Peck goes
on to beat his quota, Rick hands Peck the ultimate opportunity and the ultimate test: the
quest for an elusive blue vase. Drawing on such classic values as honesty, determination,
passion, and responsibility, Peck overcomes nearly insurmountable obstacles to find the
vase and launch hia career as a successful manager. In a time when jobs are tight and
managers are too busy for mentoring, how can you maintain positive energy, take control
of your career, and prepare yourself to ace the tests that come your way? By applying
the timeless lessons in this compulsively readable parable, employees at all levels can
learn to rekindle the go-getter in themselves.
The farm animals learn that their possessive love for their dog friend Rhubarb is
exhausting her and that friendships must be shared.

Students who've experienced the Bible's great truths, not just read about them, can walk
through their lives with a firm foundation under their feet. They know what they believe
and why, and they feel a lot more comfortable in situations that are challenging to their
faith. This collection of lessons covering the most important truths in the Bible gives you
an easy-to-use resource that will plunge your teenagers into the beautiful basics: the
reality of God in the world, the truth about who Jesus really is, and why all of us need a
"Good Shepherd" to find us and reclaim us13 powerhouse lessons in all. And because
they're created by the editors of Group/Simply Youth Ministry, every lesson uses the
R.E.A.L. learning approach--Relational, Experiential, Applicable, and Learner-based. This
approach is not only easy to lead, but also guarantees that your students will engage
with these great truths. They'll learn how to live out their relationship with Jesus in their
everyday lives as they wrestle with issues that really matter * Why bad things happen to
good people, and how Jesus brings beauty out of ugly; * What it means to "grow into"
Jesus--living and loving others the way he does; and * Learning how to depend upon the
Holy Spirit in life. No matter what the life issue, the Bible offers foundational truths that
can help your students live more confidently with a deeper ongoing connection to Jesus.
And our concise instructions and easy-to-use reproducible handouts make your job easy.
Use these lessons as "spice" in between a teaching series, or build a series around them.
Also, they're easily adapted for a confirmation setting, a "new believers" class, a "growdeep" discipleship group, or even Sunday school.
Are You Tired of Coming Up Short? Do you feel stuck in a cycle of work, bills, and worry?
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Maybe you're too nervous to take a hard look at your budget, or your past budgeting
efforts have resulted in little success. Either way, when your bank account flatlines and
frustration mounts, real progress seems impossible. There is a better way to reach your
goals! In Live. Save. Spend. Repeat. you will discover a simple-to-implement plan that
will help you wisely use your money to break the cycle of financial mistakes and worry.
Your confidence will grow as you learn how to create a realistic easy-sync budget
accomplish the most with the money you have rather than wish you had unshackle
yourself form the burden of debt spend without regret on the things that matter most to
you make small, intentional choices that lead to big change Financial freedom isn't all
about sacrifice. Use your money as a tool to reach your goals and finally experience joy
and success as you Live. Save. Spend. Repeat.
If you’re looking for practical information to answer all your “How?” “What?” and
“Why?” questions about money, this book is for you. Dave Ramsey’s Complete Guide to
Money covers the A to Z of Dave’s money teaching, including how to budget, save, dump
debt, and invest. You’ll also learn all about insurance, mortgage options, marketing,
bargain hunting and the most important element of all―giving. This is the handbook of
Financial Peace University. If you’ve already been through Dave’s nine-week class, you
won’t find much new information in this book. This book collects a lot of what he’s been
teaching in FPU classes for 20 years, so if you’ve been through class, you’ve already
heard it! It also covers the Baby Steps Dave wrote about in The Total Money Makeover,
and trust us―the Baby Steps haven’t changed a bit. So if you’ve already memorized
everything Dave’s ever said about money, you probably don’t need this book. But if
you’re new to this stuff or just want the all-in-one resource for your bookshelf, this is it!
This question and answer book is the perfect resource guide for equipping individuals
with key information about everyday money matters. Questions and answers deal with
100+ of the most-asked questions from The Dave Ramsey Show—everything from budget
planning to retirement planning or personal buying matters, to saving for college and
charitable giving. This is Dave in his most popular format—ask a specific question, get a
specific answer.

Fiology is a free online resource for anyone looking to understand their finances, take
action, and become Financially Independent. In addition to the mechanics of saving and
investing, the course addresses the issues of happiness, mindset, decision-making,
dreaming big, and philosophy, enhancing your Financial Independence journey. The
Fiology Workbook: Your Guide to Financial Independence will lead you through the online
courses with worksheets, journaling, and helpful trackers so that you can measure your
progress and establish your most effective habits.
In Love Your Life, Not Theirs, Rachel Cruze shines a spotlight on the most damaging
money habit we have: comparing ourselves to others. Then she unpacks seven essential
money habits for living the life we really want--a life in line with our values, where we
can afford the things we want to buy without being buried under debt, stress, and worry.
The Joneses are broke. Life looks good, but hidden beneath that glossy exterior are
credit card bills, student loans, car payments, and an out-of-control mortgage. Their
money situation is a mess, and they're trying to live a life they simply can't afford. So
why exactly do we try so hard to keep up with the Joneses? Are we really living the lives
we want, or are we chasing someone else's dream, just trying to keep up appearances on
social media, at church, and in our community? Why are we letting other people set the
pace for our own family's finances? In Love Your Life, Not Theirs, Rachel shows you how
to buy and do the things that are important to you--the right way. That starts by
choosing to quit the comparisons, reframing the way you think about money, and
developing new habits like avoiding debt, living on a plan, watching your spending,
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saving for the future, having healthy conversations about money, and giving. These
habits work, and Rachel is living proof. Now, she wants to empower you to live the life
you've always dreamed of without creating the debt, stress, and worry that are all too
often part of the deal. Social media isn't real life, and trying to keep up with the Joneses
will never get you anywhere. It's time to live--and love--your life, not theirs. "I've never
read a book about money that takes this approach--and that's a good thing! Comparison
has a way of weaving itself throughout all aspects of our lives, including our money. In
Love Your Life, Not Theirs, Rachel Cruze outlines the seven money habits that really
matter--and they have nothing to do with keeping up with the Joneses!" Candace
Cameron-Bure Actress, author, and co-host of The View "Love Your Life, Not Theirs is full
of the kind of practical, straightforward advice we've come to expect from Rachel Cruze.
She offers guidance on paying down debt, smart saving, and the right way to talk to your
spouse about money. These indispensable tips can help with day-to-day spending
decisions and put you on a path to establishing healthy financial habits." Susan Spencer
Editor-in-Chief for Woman's Day "Cruze's self-deprecating and honest voice is a great
resource for anyone wanting to take charge of their money. With humor and
approachability, she helps her readers set themselves up for success and happiness, no
matter what current financial state they may be in." Kimberly Williams-Paisley New York
Times best-selling author of Where the Light Gets In "In today's world of social media,
the temptation to play the comparison game is stronger than ever. Love Your Life, Not
Theirs is the perfect reminder that, when it comes to money, comparison is a game you
can't win. A terrific--and much needed--read." Jean Chatzky Financial Editor, NBC TODAY
and Host of HerMoney with Jean Chatzky Podcast
The Periodic Table Book is the perfect visual guide to the chemical elements that make
up our world. This eye-catching encyclopedia takes children on a visual tour of the 118
chemical elements of the periodic table, from argon to zinc. It explores the naturally
occurring elements, as well as the man-made ones, and explains their properties and
atomic structures. Using more than 1,000 full-colour photographs, The Periodic Table
Book shows the many natural forms of each element, as well as a wide range of both
everyday and unexpected objects in which it is found, making each element relevant for
the child's world.
Right now, 70% of Americans aren’t passionate about their work and are desperately
longing for meaning and purpose. They’re sick of “average” and know there’s something
better out there, but they just don’t know how to reach it. One basic principle―The
Proximity Principle―can change everything you thought you knew about pursuing a
career you love. In his latest book, The Proximity Principle, national radio host and career
expert Ken Coleman provides a simple plan of how positioning yourself near the right
people and places can help you land the job you love. Forget the traditional career advice
you’ve heard! Networking, handing out business cards, and updating your online profile
do nothing to set you apart from other candidates. Ken will show you how to be
intentional and genuine about the connections you make with a fresh, unexpected take
on resumes and the job interview process. You’ll discover the five people you should look
for and the four best places to grow, learn, practice, and perform so you can step into
the role you were created to fill. After reading The Proximity Principle, you’ll know how
to connect with the right people and put yourself in the right places, so opportunities will
come―and you’ll be prepared to take them.
"Dave Ramsey instructs couples how to work together as a team, gives singles some
practical tips for financial accountability, and shows parents how to teach their children
about money from a young age"--Container.
This simple way to manage your household income and expenses includes a stylish cover,
places for your checkbook and check register, memo pad, debit card holders, extra cashPage 7/8
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management envelopes and a PDF guide to the envelope system.
Jesus spent more time talking about money and possessions than about heaven and hell
combined. But too often weve overlooked or misunderstood his most profound teaching
on this topic, from his words in Matthew 6. Far from discouraging his followers from
pursuing treasure, Jesus offers us life-changing investment advice. He actually wants us
to store up treasures for ourselvesjust not here on earth. Instead, he urges us to store
our treasure in heaven, where they will await us, and last forever. We cant take it with
usbut we can send it on ahead! The revolutionary concept of The Treasure Principle has
transformed how millions view giving. This Revised and Updated edition features a new
chapter plus a bonus section addressing frequently asked questions about how to live
generously in everyday life. Experience for yourself how the joy of giving can make your
life richer, starting today.
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